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The PostgreSQL Advanced Language is one of PostgreSQL's most feature-rich extensions. It adds a number of additional functions to the standard SQL language. This extension allows you to take advantage of the inherent strengths of the PostgreSQL platform without forcing you to learn a new programming language. Because it is a completely separate extension, you can use this extension without having to modify any other parts of your PostgreSQL
installation. New Language Features The PostgreSQL Advanced Language is a PostgreSQL extension for Microsoft SQL Server. You can use it to enhance the power and capabilities of SQL Server using only SQL commands. In particular, the features of the Advanced Language that are most relevant to users of database-driven Web applications are: Support for the special data type enumeration. Support for large result sets with the functions FETCH and

FETCH NEXT. New keywords and operators. The following pages describe each feature of the PostgreSQL Advanced Language: XML Support Incorporates XQuery functionality into the SQL Language. Particularly useful for XML data stored in a database. You can query, insert, update, and delete XML data directly within SQL statements. Benefits of XML Support: Allows you to represent XML data in SQL Server. Easier query processing. New
operators. Support for multiple document namespaces. Other Features Insertion of data in various forms, including binary data, time intervals, and rowsets. Additional functions for date and time data types. Benefits of Support for Multiple Document Namespaces: The extension allows you to have documents in your database with multiple namespaces. You can also dynamically create namespaces and insert data with these namespaces. A new system table for
configuring server certificates. Multi-Threading New transaction management functions, which provide access to transaction functions. Benefits of Support for Multi-Threading: Allows the Microsoft SQL Server to more efficiently manage concurrency and transaction processing. PostgreSQL Compatibility The extension integrates seamlessly with other PostgreSQL components. Allows you to use the functionality of PostgreSQL with only SQL statements.

Other Features Support for arrays Provides support for common PostgreSQL data types. Allows you to use PostgreSQL array functions within SQL statements. The following pages describe each new feature: New Features
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PL/PGSQL functions: PIXELIZE Note: Reference documentation can be found in the References directory of the package. Comments and Discussions I was trying to get this library and get it working with windows authentication on my pc. We use that account. The code I wrote to connect to the database looks like this: Just realized that this is all wrong. The server has to be "listening" for connections. So that means I should create a service that the user can
use to connect to the DB like so: Hello, I have been using PostgreSQL 8.4 for a while now and was using dotConnect for PostgreSQL 1.0.6.1529 and could not find a solution to my problem. In my case I have a database from MS Sql Server 2005 and I would like to connect with it via PostgreSQL. So I started to follow the "Getting Started" tutorial for PostgreSQL with dotConnect 1.0.6.1529 and everything seems to work fine. But at the end of this tutorial I

get: Process: C:\Users\Matthew\Desktop\dotConnect\dotConnect\bin\Debug\Npgsql.dll.configInfo file not found: C:\Users\Matthew\Desktop\dotConnect\dotConnect\bin\Debug\Npgsql.dll.config I suppose this is the "server" that should be configured to listen for connections. So I started to try to follow the part on "Getting Started" for windows authentication to get this working. Now I have the problem that I am not able to connect from SQL Server
Management Studio to the PostgreSQL-Server. If I use the "Windows authentication" for connecting I get "ERROR: The database principal with name {MyDatabase} does not exist in the current database. If I use SQL Server authentication and use the same connection as in the tutorial, I get: "ERROR: The server principal "mySqlServer" doesn't know about the database principal "MyDatabase". Client error: Packet size is too small. Thank you for your help.

Regards, Matthias Matthew Megyesi, MVP, PMP Answer Hey Matthew, You did not write how you are using your User in connection string, but you have to write: That worked for me, after 77a5ca646e
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dotConnect for PostgreSQL provides an advanced library to enable direct interaction with PostgreSQL databases using ADO.NET. dotConnect for PostgreSQL is an extended ADO.NET connection library for PostgreSQL from codeplex. It allows you to easily connect to PostgreSQL databases via a TCP/IP connection without needing to deal with the client software. This allows you to quickly build rich client-server applications. As of version 2.0.0.0,
dotConnect for PostgreSQL supports a wide range PostgreSQL features, such as ARRAY types, Bulk data loading, SSL connections and GEOMETRY. It supports all data types supported by ADO.NET. It also features a built-in enhanced DataSet Wizard, DataSet Manager, DataSet Providers and similar utilities, tools that are known to provide advanced visual component editors that can simplify component tweaking. The library can integrate seamlessly into
the Visual Studio Server Explorer. Moreover, it enables you to trace database events per component via a monitoring application. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that it can export and import data to and from the servers via the advanced Integration Services it embeds. dotConnect for PostgreSQL provides an advanced library to enable direct interaction with PostgreSQL databases using ADO.NET. dotConnect for PostgreSQL is an extended ADO.NET
connection library for PostgreSQL from codeplex. It allows you to easily connect to PostgreSQL databases via a TCP/IP connection without needing to deal with the client software. This allows you to quickly build rich client-server applications. As of version 2.0.0.0, dotConnect for PostgreSQL supports a wide range PostgreSQL features, such as ARRAY types, Bulk data loading, SSL connections and GEOMETRY. It supports all data types supported by
ADO.NET. It also features a built-in enhanced DataSet Wizard, DataSet Manager, DataSet Providers and similar utilities, tools that are known to provide advanced visual component editors that can simplify component tweaking. The library can integrate seamlessly into the Visual Studio Server Explorer. Moreover, it enables you to trace database events per component via a monitoring application. Lastly, it is worth mentioning that it can export and import
data to and from the servers via the advanced Integration Services it embeds. dotConnect for PostgreSQL provides an advanced library to enable direct interaction with PostgreSQL databases using ADO.NET. dotConnect for PostgreSQL is an extended ADO.NET connection library for Post

What's New In DotConnect For PostgreSQL?

dotConnect for PostgreSQL is a high performance, lightweight, easy-to-use, PostgreSQL database wrapper. It is based on ADO.NET technology and allows you to work with your PostgreSQL databases in.NET applications. Its GUI tools can boost your productivity. dotConnect for PostgreSQL Features: .NET Framework integration ADO.NET Connectivity Extension to the.NET Framework Pipelined Insert Web Services AOP DataSet Manager DataSet
Wizard Web Services Why would you use dotConnect for PostgreSQL? dotConnect for PostgreSQL is a great PostgreSQL database provider. It uses the ADO.NET paradigm, supports most of the PostgreSQL features and offers great, extendable and comfortable GUI tools. This guide provides answers to the frequently asked questions. dotConnect for PostgreSQL Using PostgreSQL dotConnect for PostgreSQL is a PostgreSQL database wrapper, enabling
you to work with the PostgreSQL database in.NET applications. It wraps the PostgreSQL database to make the PostgreSQL database transparent to the.NET application. It integrates with the ADO.NET framework, enabling you to access the database in a Microsoft language, such as C#, Visual Basic, Visual C++, and many more. dotConnect for PostgreSQL Integration with the ADO.NET Framework dotConnect for PostgreSQL supports ADO.NET
technology. You can use the connectivity functions of the framework, such as SqlCommand, SqlConnection, SqlParameter, SqlParameterCollection, and SqlDataAdapter, and even provide additional functions to the framework. The framework can wrap database operations into the ADO.NET paradigm, allowing you to work with the database in a variety of programming languages. In addition, it can provide you with all the benefits of ADO.NET technology.
The following table shows a list of the most important features and advantages that dotConnect for PostgreSQL offers you: The ADO.NET Connectivity Functions of dotConnect for PostgreSQL You can use the connectivity functions of the framework, such as SqlCommand, SqlConnection, SqlParameter, SqlParameterCollection, and SqlDataAdapter, and even provide additional functions to the framework. The framework can wrap database operations into
the ADO.NET paradigm, allowing you to work with the database in a variety of programming languages. In addition, it can provide you with all the benefits of ADO.NET technology. dotConnect for PostgreSQL Object-Relational Database Mapping dotConnect for PostgreSQL offers a high-performance, easy-to-use, and intuitive object-relational mapping (ORM) engine to create applications. It supports mapping among all types of objects. dotConnect for
PostgreSQL Object-Relational Database Mapping Features It supports object and mapping mapping from and to a variety of data sources, including, but not limited to:
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System Requirements For DotConnect For PostgreSQL:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core i3 (2.60 GHz) or AMD Athlon II (2.3 GHz) Intel Core i3 (2.60 GHz) or AMD Athlon II (2.3 GHz) RAM: 6 GB 6 GB Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics device with Pixel Shader 3.0 (Geforce 8600 or higher) DirectX 9 graphics device with Pixel Shader 3.0 (Geforce 8600 or higher) HD: 2 GB available space
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